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Idea Translation Approach Adapted
by Novice Designers in Furniture
Mean-Making
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Abstract This research aims to understand sources of inspiration, both in defining
the context for new designs and in informing the creation of individual designs by 14
novice designers. The motivations for this study lie in the evidence that the quest for
originality, cultural aspiration, intimacy with the object, as well as the practicality
of furniture, are the significant factors that influence the purchase of furniture and
the growth of this business. In this paper, we discuss the inspirational tools and
techniques in form-giving adapted by novice designers and what information is used
to convey their ideas. We see it as the application of a language to the area of
potential design concept generation. In a study of furniture design, we have observed
that novice designers communicate with each other about new designs, styles, and
moods, largely by reference to the sources of analogy especially symbol analogy.
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18.1 Introduction

Creative production, which is to be an object or an environment to be originally
experienced, is characterized as “… creations which, although limited by physical
space, will inevitably try to create the world. What the artist does is convincing,
the viewer’s boundless imagination called upon or invited to enter this world and
explore it” [1]. Multiple authors [2] conclude that the visual appearance of products
plays an important role in determining consumers’ reactions and good form evokes
an aesthetic experience. Creativity operates through a transformation but what is also
being transformed is the creator, as each decision made increases self-knowledge.
A sign of transformation into a learner is a noticeable change from a relationship of
projection to one of engagement [3, 4].

The interest in the study of form-giving has led to numerous related study’s find-
ings on ways to start and speed up and verify the form creation process results [5,
6]. Variation of conceptualization tools (sketching, model making, 3D computer
drawing) and methods (visual references, linguistic interpretations and inspiration)
used to support the form-giving sub-phases in the development process which was
taught in the design program. Commonly used as key tools for enhancing creative
design are metaphors and analogies, yet little research has been performed on their
relation to each other and their use within the design phase process [3]. In this paper,
we discuss the incorporation of multiple layers in the form-giving process to obtain
the meaning of form and focus more on the inspirational sources in form-giving.

18.2 Three Approaches of Idea Translation and Form
Inspiration Tools

Approaches can be allocated to one of the following three approaches such as a
rational or systematic approach, an intuitive approach, or a contemplative approach
(Fig. 18.1) [5, 6].

The systematic form-giving tools initiated in both institutes are comparable. The
first tool is the approach based totally on the ideas of “order and means in design”
[8]: ordering and structuring primary volumes, and introducing basic notions of
topology, typology, and morphology. The second one is the two-step-generation

Fig. 18.1 IFTCO model. Source Mulder-Nijkamp and Corremaans [7]
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technique [6]. This step-by-step approach begins with geometric volumes. By simple
manipulations and variations in surface orientation, the technique allows generating
some of the shape alternatives. This approach can be categorized as regeneration of
idea translation of mean-making in form.

Although Goldschmidt and Sever [9] speculate that visible stimuli are more prob-
able powerful than textual stimuli, nonvisual idea resources also can be beneficial
to designers to build up their personal stocks of shape-locating techniques. Intuitive
techniques permit designers to discover their persona; it assists them to comply with
their very own instinct in growing novel products and gives confidence in making
selections primarily based on the inspiration [10, 11]. Intuitive tools and techniques
are serendipity, silhouette drawing, and synaesthesia, and these strategies use nonvi-
sual stimuli to create new forms. This approach can be categorized as the trans-
formation of idea translation of mean-making in a form that leads to extension or
form-related metaphor [10, 11].

Research has proven that designers use existing pictures and photos (and different
rich visual material), pasted in mood boards and collages as generative tools [12].
Visible stimuli in the conceptual search phase in designing have a tremendous impact
on idea generation in terms of the judged creativity of preliminary ideas [13, 14].
This approach can be categorized as regeneration, transformation, or interpretation
or idea translation of mean-making in form depending on specific goals set by the
design challenge. Interpretation of form-making is different from transformation as
it leads to extension or abstract metaphor.

18.3 Research Approach

For this study, novice designers were given the task to design a lounge chair for
the airport with the theme of Malaysia’s traditional ethnic dance. There were no
constraints and boundaries in the design space. The technique of this approach is
to use both induction and deduction to address the study’s aim. This technique is
shown in Fig. 18.2. The approach is used to derive heuristic principles or “con-
cepts” from conditions or situations adapted from Azungah [15] and Pearse [16]
that would require the need for remodelling of a tool of design language from
Malaysia’s traditional ethnic dance movement (deductive method) and transforma-
tion from repeated examples determined language from current dance movement
that showcases transformation (inductive technique).

18.4 Deductive Research Approach

The deductive approach attempts to gather and study Malaysia’s traditional ethnic
dances and analyse them to:
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Fig. 18.2 Research approach

1. Dance movements: (i) Posture and space analysis—awkward posture analysis
(domain, sub-domain, and subordinate); (ii) mapping analysis—(similar but
different (DNA)—posture and space 3D object; (iii) aesthetic DNA style—dance
posture (brand style DNA)—DNA extraction (morphology and psychology)

From the above analyses, a list of keywords and identity domains is generated by
using the descriptions of transformers found in the dance movement’s results.

18.5 Inductive Research Approach

An inductive approach attempts to expand the domain of transforming principles
through the phase of:

Phase 1: Design research : (i) ROI analysis towards aesthetic media grammar
(DNA style); (ii) genetic algorithm analysis—encode (gens) and decode (chromo-
some)—DNA aesthetic style (nodes); (iii) DNA aesthetic style (nodes)—shape—
meaning—analysis: finding (Words); (iv) mood board (similar but different).
Phase 2: Generative process : (i) ideations; (ii) linear unpacking analysis—insight.
Phase 3: Design development : (i) meaning-making—mood board (similar but
different); (ii) linear unpacking analysis—(design solution); (iii) mock-up devel-
opment. (iv) detail design—parts design; (v) new design—mix and match (parts)
coding analysis; (vi) detail design—concept, elements and principle of design;
(vii) design refinement—final design.
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Table 18.1 Malaysia
traditional ethnic dance
chosen by the novice
designers

Designer Malaysia traditional ethnic dance

1 Puteri Asyik (Asyik Dance)

2 Joget Pahang (Pahang Dance)

3 Tarian Ceracap Inai (Ceracap Inai Dance)

4 Mongigol Sumayau (Mongigol Sumayau Dance)

5 Tarian Piring (Piring Dance)

6 Joget (Joget Dance)

7 Joget Mak Inang (Mak Inang Dance)

8 Tarian Gamelan (Gamelan Dance)

9 Tarian Igal-Igal (Igal-Igal Dance)

10 Tarian Ngajat (Ngajat Dance)

11 Tarian Ulek Mayang (Ulek Mayang Dance)

12 Tarian Daling-Daling (Daling-Daling Dance)

13 Tarian Menora (Menora Dance)

14 Tarian Magunatip (Magunatip Dance)

18.6 Deductive and Inductive Idea Translation Extraction
Analysis

The deductive and inductive research process of idea translation principle extraction
makes use of studying Malaysia’s traditional ethnic dance chosen by 14 novice
designers as given in Table 18.1. The novice designers were given the freedom
to choose any of the Malaysian traditional ethnic dances that they prefer so that the
variation of designs gained will give different results in the idea translation approach.

The analyses of deductive and inductive led to identifying the type of idea
translation approach adapted by 14 novice designers (Table 18.2).

From the above analyses, Table 18.3 describes the typeof idea translation approach
and tools used to translate the lounge chair in form and mean-making.

18.7 Discussion

A comparison of the results shows that there are different types of inspirational
tools and approaches that are suitable for different types of novice designers. The
findings showed that out of 14 novice designers, 7 of them with a transformation
approach while 6 of them prefer a regeneration approach, and only 1 with an intu-
itive approach (Table 18.4). This supported suggestions by Dorst [17]. According
to Dorst [17], new designers do not have much experience and benefit more from
a regeneration approach. The results of these rational inspirations can have high
aesthetic appeal and value, but often the results are poorer in expression, emotion,
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or basic importance. This is because the designer with a passion for intuitive inspi-
ration has a greater relationship to art and prefers to work in a less structured way;
however, intuitive tools are a process of trial and error and can be new and powerful,
but they can also be poorer in expression, emotion, and basic meaning [10, 11].
Novice designers may find it challenging to work in a structured manner with a
transformation approach due to the uncertainty of results. In contrast, the contem-
plative approach to regeneration and transformation tends to use both direct and
symbolic analogies to convey specific narratives during the idea translation process.

Table 18.2 Analysis of deductive and inductive led to identifying the type of idea translation
approach

Dance Design development Mock-up
development

Final design

Designer 1 Puteri Asyik (Asyik
dance)

Designer 2 Joget Pahang (Pahang
dance)

Designer 3 Tarian Ceracap Inai
(Ceracap Inai dance)

Designer 4 Mongigol Sumayau
(Mongigol Sumayau
dance)

Designer 5 Tarian Piring (Piring
Dance)

Designer 6 Joget (Joget dance)

Designer 7 Joget Mak Inang (Mak
Inang dance)

(continued)
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Table 18.2 (continued)

Designer 8 Tarian Gamelan
(Gamelan dance)

Designer 9 Tarian Igal-Igal
(Igal-Igal dance)

Designer 10 Tarian Ngajat (Ngajat
dance)

Designer 11 Tarian Ulek Mayang
(Ulek Mayang dance)

Designer 12 Tarian Daling-Daling
(Daling-Daling
Dance)

Designer 13 Tarian Menora
(Menora dance)

Designer 14 Tarian Magunatip
(Magunatip dance)

Additionally, novice designers’ intuitive approach often leads to a transformational
outcome rather than interpretation.

18.8 Conclusion

Psychology researchers have studied how people think in terms of analogies and
metaphors to develop and comprehend them [18, 19]. Even if the same thought
processmight be occurring right now,metaphor and analogy can be utilized to explain
this process when it is used in the design process [20]. The process starts when one
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Table 18.3 Analysis of the idea translation approach and tools used to translate the lounge chair
in form and mean-making

Designer Ethnic dance Final lounge chair design Form inspiration
(tool) and creation
(approach)

Designer 1 Asyik dance Contemplative
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms

Designer 2 Joget Pahang dance Contemplative
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms

Designer 3 Ceracap Inai dance Contemplative
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms

Designer 4 Mongigol Sumayau dance Contemplative
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms

Designer 5 Piring dance Contemplative
(Direct analogy)
Regeneration
Findings:
Copying style
characteristics of the
related sources

Designer 6 Joget (Melaka) Intuitive
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms
with serendipity
techniques

Designer 7 Mak Inang dance Contemplative
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms

(continued)
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Table 18.3 (continued)

Designer 8 Gamelan dance Contemplative
(Direct analogy)
Regeneration
Findings:
Copying style
characteristics of the
related sources

Designer 9 Igal-Igal dance Contemplative
(Direct analogy)
Regeneration
Findings:
Copying style
characteristics of the
related sources

Designer 10 Ngajat dance Contemplative
(Symbol analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms

Designer 11 Ulek Mayang Dance Contemplative
(Direct analogy)
Regeneration
Findings:
Copying style
characteristics of the
related sources

Designer 12 Daling-Daling dance Contemplative
(Direct analogy)
Regeneration
Findings:
Copying style
characteristics of the
related sources

Designer 13 Menora dance Contemplative (direct
analogy)
Regeneration
Findings:
Copying style
characteristics of the
related sources

Designer 14 Magunatip dance Contemplative (symbol
analogy)
Transformation
Findings:
Translating the style
characteristics of related
sources into new forms
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Table 18.4 Results of idea translation approach and tools used to translate the lounge chair in form
and mean-making analysis

Designer Form inspiration (tool) Creation (approach)

1 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

2 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

3 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

4 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

5 Contemplative (direct analogy) Regeneration

6 Intuitive (symbol analogy) Transformation

7 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

8 Contemplative (direct analogy) Regeneration

9 Contemplative (direct analogy) Regeneration

10 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

11 Contemplative (direct analogy) Regeneration

12 Contemplative (direct analogy) Regeneration

13 Contemplative (direct analogy) Regeneration

14 Contemplative (symbol analogy) Transformation

discovers newknowledge (coding is a source of inspiration for a future problem). This
person will experience a new problem in future and will need to remember and locate
an appropriate source of solutions. The hardest part of thinking is embracing a valu-
able metaphor or analogy. Mapping is done between the resource and the new target
scenario once the resource has been understood. Then, by creating these mappings,
we can reach new conclusions. Therefore, it is recommended that designers be
exposed to various working methodologies as part of the design program. This will
aid designers in comprehending their individual creative processes and can help
future design projects be more diverse. Although it is undeniable that most designers
favour one approach over another, going back to your go-to source of inspiration
can be disastrous. Initiating and mastering different forms of inspiration techniques
from different methods can provide a broadening impact and stimulate creativity in
giving form. The more different tools and techniques a designer masters, the more
he/she can distinguish his/her designs. Thus, students with high potential can inte-
grate systematic, intuitive, and contemplative methods and can easily distinguish
between different techniques.
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